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Visa assures richer and
safer digital payment
experience: Top official
By Peter Alagos
Business Reporter

A

t the recently concluded IATA World Financial Symposium (WFS) held in Doha,
Natalia Ansell, VP, Head of Visa Business
Solutions (VBS), CEMEA, participated in a panel
focused on the future of airline payments where
she discussed ‘Digital Payments Are Powering a
New Future for Travel’.
On the sidelines of the event, Ansell spoke to
Gulf Times to elaborate on the latest trends in digital payments and Visa’s crucial role in making a
safer and more secure experience with payments
available to customers.
Gulf Times: Given the rapid growth in
travel, aggregators, online travel agencies,
and metasearch sites face unique challenges. What can they learn from the pandemic
experience and how can they automate,
streamline, and digitise payments for suppliers while adding big data?
Ansell: There are many ways to make payments
and to do it fast. An important aspect of this is
verifying the payment and validating if there are
funds available to make the payment.
Transactions in Visa Network offer real-time
authorization. Other forms of payment, such as a
cheque, for example, would take days or longer to
validate. Advancements in virtual cash technology create more seamless experiences and boost
efficiency and security, they help to reduce fraud,
improve transparency of transactions and deliver
cost savings by reducing manual back-office processes. Unlike cheques or cash that can be stolen,
or payment documents that can be forged, digital
transactions offer more security and robustness.
Obviously, security and trust remain critical, particularly as travel adapts to a digital-first world and
people use their cards overseas more frequently.
Today’s demand for digital money movement requires a refreshed security approach. Visa invests
in security and fraud prevention. In fact, Visa, over
the last five years, has invested $9bn in cybersecurity and fraud control to make sure that the platform is robust.
How can Visa’s B2B virtual card payment
solutions solve pressure points in the GCC
travel industry?
Every country and every region is unique. And
at the same time, there are global trends. We’ve
seen a dramatic increase in contactless payments
by travelers since the pandemic - these new habits

Natalia Ansell, VP, head of Visa Business
Solutions, CEMEA. PICTURE: Thajudheen
will persist especially as we see faster, simpler payment experiences. This is vital for the travel sector
and for travelers for many reasons, most notably
as it removes the old, often troublesome payment
hurdles that people face when they first arrive in
a new country regarding a foreign currency, taxis,
and train tickets.
The GCC is obviously a very interesting region.
It is now under the spotlight because of the 2022
FIFA World Cup. But also, it is wonderful to look
at the UAE, which is building its tourism industry;
and Dubai which is diversifying financial services and tourism and investing in technology. With
concerns over COVID still in people’s thoughts,
services that eliminate the need for physical contact during a journey are boosting traveler confidence – they are also becoming expected as a new
norm. In the UAE, we have seen contactless and
mobile payments surge in popularity - they are
up 60% and 67% respectively since the pandemic
shifted people’s attitudes towards cash and cards.
As a global company, we’re bringing all of these
different trends to see how we can leverage them
and what we can give to consumers and businesses
here in the GCC.
Visa is constantly investing in innovative ways
to make commerce more convenient for travelers
- from tap to pay to click to pay and digital wallets.
Digital payment solutions are there to improve cities’ urban mobility, making their transportation
systems efficient, sustainable, and appealing. As
part of our ongoing push for innovation and client
ease of service, we’re enabling a new era of lightweight payment acceptance tech that requires

QBIC concludes Lean Startup
and Lean Coach programme
with Selection Day

Q

a t a r
B u s i ness Incubation Centre
(QBIC), a Qatar
Development
Bank (QDB) incubator and one
of the largest
business incubators in the Mena
region,
concluded the 16th
wave of the Lean
Startup
Pro- Participants of the 16th wave of the Lean Startup
gramme
(LSP) Programme (LSP) and graduates of the fourth wave of the
and graduated Lean Coach Programme (LCP) during ‘Selection Day’.
the participants
tified coaches, ready to provide supof the fourth wave of the Lean Coach
port that caters to budding entrepreProgramme (LCP) with a ‘Selection
neurs and their growth needs.
Day’ event that featured the top-perDuring Selection Day, the comforming venture.
panies chosen by the commitSelection Day is considered a cultee received an investment worth
mination of the efforts dedicated by
QR250,000, a one-year incubation
emerging local startups and entreprebenefit with QBIC, as well as mentorneurs, aiming to benefit from QBIC’s
ship and training, office space, access
incubation support. The number of
to various programmes, funding, and
applicants for this year’s LSP stood at
networking opportunities. On the
374, of which 65 startups qualified for
other hand, the coaches who sucthe programme.
cessfully completed the LCP obtained
Out of these, 15 startups made it to
QBIC-accredited certificates.
Selection Day and pitched their inIbrahim Abdulaziz al-Mannai, exnovative business ideas. The selececutive director of Advisory and Intion process concluded with 11 of this
cubation at QDB, said: “We are very
wave’s startups being chosen for inproud of the business ideas brought
cubation at QBIC. Two of the selected
forth by this wave’s entrepreneurs,
startups emerged from Ooredoo’s
who have shown remarkable comDigital & Beyond Incubator, which is
mitment. The support we provide
operated by QBIC.
at QBIC to entrepreneurs and their
This year, the participating cohort
startup ventures does not stop here;
showed tremendous potential, even
it rather continues through several
before the programme started. Over
incubation programmes and support
half of the participants had a miniservices throughout different stages
mum viable product (MVP) or a deof their journey, helping us contribute
fined business model.
further to the diversification of the loThe wave also included 11 winners
cal economy.”
from the most recent QBIC HackaQBIC supports entrepreneurship
thon, some of which made it all the
in Qatar through several programmes
way to Selection Day.
that cater to all growth stages of a
The startups in this wave operated
company. It also provides a number of
in various fields, such as EduTech,
specialised programmes to promote
e-commerce, software-as-a-serveconomic diversification through
ice (SaaS), enterprise-to-enterprise
various partnerships, such as Ooreproject solutions, and SportsTech.
doo in Digital & Beyond, which seeks
As for the LCP, the number of apto boost the number of tech-focused
plicants reached 307, of which 21 were
startups in Qatar.
accepted. This wave graduated 12 cer-

nothing more of a merchant than owning a mobile
phone.
We’re looking at all of the use cases and everything that we believe is an interesting trend or
something that makes experiences richer and
more efficient for clients here, who I believe are
very savvy and well financially educated.
One of the things that we’re noticing is that
governments in the GCC, especially after the pandemic, are very focused on wanting to migrate
cash and cheques to digital. We applaud governments around the GCC for being so focused on security, building trust, and validating information
in nearly real time.
I think Qatar is very focused on making sure that
it leverages the experience from the World Cup,
for example, allowing multiple daily flights from
Dubai to Qatar just for the matches. Such big scale
sports events are immensely important because
they become a big catalyst for what happens afterward with infrastructure, including payments.
That just shows that it’s not only about Qatar
but making sure that the experience is broader;
that there is collaboration. And other countries will definitely benefit from that, which is a
win-win for everybody because people will keep
coming back. It is a wonderful example of how
to anchor, build, and highlight Qatar, but also to
embrace the broader GCC and make sure that the
overall experience stays a positive one.
Expand more on the current situation in
payments related to the airline business. For
example, the current benefits that airline
customers are seeking in payment instruments. Is the payment market more fragmented by country or is consolidation taking
place?
It’s a little bit of both. Travelers have been swift
in their embrace of new digital solutions. With
digital solutions top of people’s mind right now.
Particularly new B2B solutions and contactless
options. Global spending on travel is bouncing
back to pre-pandemic levels with leisure travel
leading the way, including airlines and travel services that lagged in 2021.
If there’s anything that the pandemic highlighted, it’s that the world is a global place. And that is
exactly what’s happening with technology, as well
as with payments. Nowadays, every business is in
the payments business - because payments are
everywhere and are expected to be easy and secure
by everyone. As an industry leader that prides itself on innovative solutions and products, we understand that consumers have evolved to expect

to make payments digitally with ease. If you’re
so passionate about a business or a great idea but
want to keep it within the borders of one country,
that is just not going to happen. In regards of travel,
we’ve seen a blurring of boundaries between online and physical experiences with new options
becoming available.
As a global company with much experience in
local dynamics, Visa is able to deliver on a global
scale. This responsibility is also a privilege to be
the platform that scales local innovations with the
right technologies and helps them go global.
Kindly discuss alternative forms of payment, such as instant transfers and buy now,
pay later (BNPL). Is it possible for them to
work together (or not) with card products?
Buzzwords like ‘BNPL’ and ‘instant payments’ are
common in our industry, and it’s good when people
get excited about payments; however, it’s all about
presenting consumers with choice. We like to think
that as Visa, we don’t pick winners and losers, but are
here to present options to businesses and end-users.
At the end of the day, it’s the consumers who pick
the technologies they most want and need. As Visa,
we enable BNPL, which is one of the many ways that
help make the experience richer and provides people
access to certain experiences.
From Visa’s perspective, I would highlight
two examples of our recent partnerships powering global money movement. The first is directly
related to open banking and open architecture.
We all love digital experiences and apps tend to
be omnipresent. This is why earlier this year, Visa
acquired Tink, a leading Open Data and Open
Banking platform in Europe – enabling us to lead
innovation through data and insights and expansive new partnerships. Collaborations such as this
are crucial to building a strong, sustainable, and
secure open data ecosystem.
The second partnership is about cross border
and global currency – our acquisition of Currencycloud, a business that provides complete
transparency of sales. Currencies are still here to
stay and when customers make those payments
in different currencies, it involves a big deal of decision-making, foreign exchange comes into play
and people don’t want that to be a barrier when
they sell or buy in currencies with which they are
not familiar and want the exact price to be clear.
Currencycloud is a fintech that enables clients and
partners to offer digital-first travel payment solutions, including multi-currency wallets and realtime notification of exchange rates, ultimately
making it a more aware and better experience.

The award was presented by Dr Hassan bin Rashid
al-Derham, President of Qatar University, and was
received by Hamad Mohamed R M Abuqaba al-Marri,
HR director, on behalf of GWC.

Qatar University
honours its
partnership
with GWC
GWC was recognised
as the “Employer
of continuous
collaboration” by
Qatar University in
acknowledgment of
its partnership and
the role GWC played
in supporting QU’s
endeavours.
The award was
presented by Dr Hassan
bin Rashid al-Derham,
President of Qatar
University, and was
received by Hamad
Mohamed R M Abuqaba
al-Marri – HR director on
behalf of GWC.
Speaking about this
award and what it
meant to GWC, al-Marri
remarked that GWC has
always been committed
to interacting with
students and guide
them, as the leaders
of the future. The
company takes its role in
supporting Qatar Vision
2030 and the economy
very seriously.
Partnerships such as
this play a critical role

in giving students a
glimpse of the real-world
challenges and what can
be done to overcome
them.
This Award is a
recognition of the role
that companies, such
as the GWC, play in
fostering innovation and
promoting talent.
This collaboration gives
students an opportunity
to connect the dots
between theory and
reality.
GWC, the leading
provider of integrated
logistics solutions in
Qatar, caters to both
the largest and most
influential companies in
Qatar, as well as small
and medium enterprises,
providing them worldclass turnkey solutions
customised to their
specific needs.
It has developed
these solutions while
gaining nearly 20 years
of experience in the
local and international
markets.

USQBC hosts business visit to the State of Massachusetts
featuring consul general of Qatar in New York
The US-Qatar Business Council (USQBC)
recently organised a business visit to
Boston, Massachusetts to engage with key
policymakers and the local business community to expand and enhance economic
partnerships between the State of Qatar and
the State of Massachusetts.
The business visit included Mohamed bin
Sultan al-Kuwari, Consul General of State of
Qatar in New York; Fahad al-Dosari, the State
of Qatar Commercial Attaché to the US; and
Mohamed Barakat, managing director and
treasurer of the board of directors, USQBC.
During the business luncheon held at the
Harvard Club of Boston, in partnership with
Women in World Trade, New England, the
participants were able to network, learn, and
explore business opportunities between the
State of Massachusetts and Qatar.
“The State of Qatar looks forward to expanding investment and trade with the State of
Massachusetts. Qatar has a well-rounded,
diversified economy and we foresee many
new partnerships with companies from Massachusetts after the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 and beyond,” said al-Kuwari.
Al-Dosari said, “The State of Qatar is committed to expanding the economic partnership
with the State of Massachusetts by promoting Qatar’s commercial environment across
a diverse range of industries, including In-

Mohamed bin Sultan al-Kuwari, Consul General of State of Qatar in New York;
Fahad al-Dosari, the State of Qatar Commercial Attaché to the US; and Mohamed
Barakat, USQBC managing director and treasurer of the board of directors, join
representatives from Women in World Trade, New England during the event.
formation and Communication Technology,
agriculture and food, advanced manufacturing, and logistics. “This visit demonstrates
the commitment Qatar has to attract US
companies to consider Qatar as a hub for
expansion into regional markets while
benefiting from Qatar’s robust investment
incentives.” Barakat said, “Qatar has been a
key historical economic partner for the State
of Massachusetts and has had a longstanding relationship with the state through vari-

ous investments and partnerships. We see
many opportunities for enhanced business
partnerships and export opportunities for
Massachusetts’ vibrant ICT, Aerospace, and
Life Sciences industries.”
After the business luncheon, the group met
with Mayor Michelle Wu, Mayor of Boston, to
discuss opportunities for further trade and
investment between the business communities of the city of Boston and Qatar.
USQBC hosted an exclusive dinner at the In-

tercontinental Boston for the local business
community. During the event, participants
discussed ways to enhance and expand the
business relationship between Qatar and the
State of Massachusetts.
Qatar and the State of Massachusetts
already share a flourishing business
relationship, with a total economic value
exceeding $18bn. In 2019, exports from
Massachusetts to Qatar stood at $21.9mn,
and imported $705,125 from Qatar the
same year. Raytheon Technologies, which
is headquartered in Massachusetts, has a
longstanding business relationship with Qatar. In 2014, Qatar signed an agreement with
Raytheon to buy Apache attack helicopters
and Patriot and Javelin air-defence systems
for $11bn. In 2020, Qatar awarded Raytheon
approximately $2.2bn for additional integrated air and missile defence capability.
In 2019, Alduwaliya, a Qatar-based investment firm, purchased 99 Chauncy Street
and 101 Summer Street, two office buildings
totalling 159,781sq ft in Boston’s Financial
District with an average weighted lease term
of 7.2 years.
In January 2022, General Electric, which is
based in Boston, MA, and Qatar Airways, announced an order for GE9X engines valued
over $6.8bn, which includes 34 777-8 orders
and an additional 16 purchase right options.

QLM supports Generation Amazing Festival 2022

Q

LM Life and Medical
Insurance Company,
a Qatari shareholding
market leader in its industry,
is upholding the country’s
sustainable progress by fully
supporting the Generation
Amazing Festival 2022, which
reached 1mn young people
across the world.
Ahmad Mohamed Zebeib,
deputy CEO of QLM, said:
“QLM’s participation has
been driven by its commitment towards corporate social
responsibility. It epitomises
its dedication to providing
opportunities for people to
embrace sport, physical activity to live healthy and interact
with each other. The youth

Ahmad Mohamed Zebeib,
deputy CEO of QLM.
who participated in the programme benefited from the
festival agenda as it featured
a variety of cultures and networking.”
The youth festival is the

QLM will continue to work with the Supreme Committee for
Delivery and Legacy in upcoming events aligned with Qatar’s
hosting of the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
first-ever sport for development and cultural exchange
programme of its kind to take
place ahead of a FIFA World

Cup. More than 300 students
selected from local and international schools represent 32
countries. They have travelled

to Qatar to take part in a weeklong festival comprising football for development, workshops, and activities.
GA is a human and social
legacy programme initiated
alongside the global world
football event.
The programme aims to
continue to connect people
beyond the tournament. It
benefited over 30 communities and 1mn direct and indirect beneficiaries.
Zebeib further stressed
that QLM will continue to be
in synergy with the Supreme
Committee for Delivery and
Legacy in the upcoming events
aligned with Qatar’s hosting
of the 2022 FIFA World Cup.

